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The centralized decision making process driven by a simplistic start up oriented organizational structure
enables the managers to formulate and subsequently implement effective business strategies. Of course we
don't really know what Tim Cook's real span of control is. It is often thought that there is an effective span of
control of between for a manager or executive. The unique structure of this company has been so successful
that they have a department for business-to-business consultations that assist other companies interested in
adopting the model into their own organization. To achieve the company goals, Apple collaborative structure
designs to bring the teams together in a long-term Apple Inc. Chain of Command is the line of authority
extending from upper organizational levels to lower levels, which clarifies who reports to whom. This allows
the managers to earn greater benefits with the utilization of lesser number of resources. By definition, social
responsibility is known as the ethical framework and provides suggestions that an organization or an
individuals, feels obliged to act so that the benefit is felt across the organization. Work specialization focuses
on meeting a daily output goal and all the employees are specialist in the area they work within. References
Edwards, J. All these things matter in a company no matter how big or small a company is, it should make
efforts to know the staff it has working for them. Width: Organization structures can be described as wide with
larger span of control or narrow with smaller span of control. Being a leader in technology in an era such as
this where almost everything we do involves some form of technology it is very important that Apple stays on
top of things by constantly looking for creative ways to upgrade the products and services they already offer,
along with creating new products and services that quench the desire of those who are techie as well as those
who just like to have new gadgets. The free flow of information between the organizational employees has
allowed the managers to align the operations closely to the organizational goals and objectives. With all the
resources they exhaust developing their mobile devices they cannot afford for them not to do well once they
are put on the market. Since Apple just stepped into the mobile arena they have to spend a lot of time and
money on research in order to stay ahead of the competition. Authority And Responsibility: there is one
responsible leader in team to look around the employees, make decision and authority give him this right.
Each of those managers has their own unit comprising of team members who assigned with a variety of
responsibilities. With the new structure of Apple I believe that the company will continue to do well and
flourish. Managers must better delegate to handle larger numbers of subordinates, and grant opportunities for
subordinates to take on responsibilities Agile. Apple follows a vertical organizational structure, where the
major decisions are taken by. So the nature of the work being performed, and how much attention it requires
should govern the assignment of personnel to a manager, and not some industry ideal goal. Subscribe to email
updates from the tutor2u Business Join s of fellow Business teachers and students all getting the tutor2u
Business team's latest resources and support delivered fresh in their inbox every morning. What needs to be
considered is the nature of the work that subordinates are performing and how much attention each requires. In
this centralized structure all decisions are critical and significant acting as a decisive factor for the company.
Individual experts specializing in different Organizational Structure. Along with using the media Apple also
relies a lot on product placement. Understanding your organizational structure can also reveal important
cross-functional relationships to coordinate work efforts for optimum results. For example, facility managers
report to regional presidents and regional presidents report to the global headquarters. This helps the
organization to identify the strengths and weakness of the company and formulate appropriate improvement
plans. Also, many rules are developed and the decision making process is centralized. Improves
communication speed and quality Reduces costs. The Social Responsibility of Apple Inc. In Samsung
Electronics, all the employees at any level of the hierarchy are strictly guided to follow the orders.
Additionally, I will discuss how the organizational structure will help reinforce what is working well and what
needs to be improved. It is that duty that every individual has of performing so as to ensure proper
maintenance of balancing amid the economy and the organizational ecosystems. Otherwise, the structure of
the Samsung has a large degree of span of control. You're now subscribed to receive email updates!
Formalization Each employee has fixed duties and the communication channels are formalized in such rigid
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hierarchical relationship. We will write a custom sample essay on Apple Company Organizational Structure
Order now Work Specialization is dividing work activities into separate job task. As an example, a manager
with five direct reports has a span of control of five. In case of Apple, where are no committees and employees
can easily share their opinion and ideas, we believe that the company is a collaborative company.


